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November 7th, 2012
A Day Which May Live In Infamy

Sharp n’ Blunt
By Desi Cortez
BC Columnist

Have some folks tell it, this may be my finale  “transmission,” my last 
time to go tell it on the mountain . . . before the 2012 Presidential 
election, my last opportunity to disseminate both a sharp n’ blunt 
message to the ebony Lilliputians across the land, for as most of us 
must recognize, this is the “election of our lives” - not the 2008 
landmark victory, but rather this time and our ability to keep the man 
in office for a second term, following two 2-term Presidents, George W, 
and that Blue eyed soul blowin’ saxophonist W. Clinton.

November 7th, 2012, a day which may live in infamy . . . 

This election will prove if the “Left” can “hold-the-line” against the 
“Reagan Revolutionaries” who yearn to return the land, its people, its 
way-of-life to “yesteryear,” America - circa 1952, when a red,white n’ 
blue style of apartheid was the formal-form of government.

It’s interesting, my Black friends “into” politics are, at this late-date, 
wondering-aloud if Obama will be reelected. They’re today wondering 
“how strong” the White-Backlash is? And because so-very few 
”monitor” the opposition/enemy, they have no-clue how ‘unhinged’ the 
“Right” had become until the last couple-of-months.

They’re desire is to hear only cheerleaders on the “Left” tote n’ tout 
the Democratic company-line . . . despite the airwaves and cyberspace 
politically/racially polarized, a-bound with the idea “all blacks are 
voting for Obama merely, solely because he is Black,” and we’ll riot if 
Obama loses . . . while, of-course half-mad with contempt and 



animosity White guys are backing Romney because of his 
political/economical positions . . . 

Lest we dismiss the possibility of the already enraged rank n’ file 
rednecks, encouraged by aristocrats like Donald Trump. Rush and the 
rest to “rally in defense” of “their country” - to fabricate, manufacture 
and coordinate a revolt, a coup’ against . . . Blacks, Latinos one way or 
another we need to be put-back in our proper assigned places..

No matter what the outcome of the election, I believe, seriously 
believe - Black folks ought leave.

Back to Africa, the US Virgin Isles, anywhere in Central & South 
America, or perhaps the South Pacific, Canada or Northern 
Europe . . . .

I don't see the core WASP base population ever accepting Blacks to-be 
as human as they are. "Diversity," 'Inclusion," 'Equality” and 
liberty'. . . will never be achieved without a bloodbath of epic 
Hollywood Cecil B. Demille proportions.

Let’s fess-up; Wall St. long abandoned the US worker, while ‘White 
Flight” remains in full-swing, feeding the reckless, careless, greed-
driven suburban sprawl . . . The Negroes are coming! The Negroes are 
coming! The nation is already racially segregated, and that’s the way 
White folks want to keep it. Separate n’ unequal in all meaningful 
aspects.

Ponder this; the White South Africans - clearly, unquestionably 
imperialistic colonist, yet they’d no problem barbarically oppressing 
90% of the indigenous population. In noting that country’s history . . . 
 you don’t calculate there’s an element of Euro-Americans, the 
Republican TEA Party who can’t wait for the opportunity to “take back” 
their White House, their Americana culture and alas the country . . . 
from 15% of the overall population? 

If you think that deadly scenario is far-fetched . . . then my friend . . . 
you are a fool, and a goddamn fool at that.

Look,  as we all very-well know the government cannot legislate nor 
mandate integration nor demand we all sing together in harmony, 
 “This little light of mine, I’m gonna let it shine . . . !”

Once more, at the risk of being redundant,  there’s a large-slice of 
White America not desiring to mix n’ mingle with Blacks . . . or Latinos, 
or Asians, or Native Americans, or Africans, or Arabs . . ..

The $64’000 question . . . . If Obama loses  . . . will Black people Riot?



The $6.4 000’000’000 question . . . If Romney loses . . . will White 
people go mad? Revert-back to their neanderthal 1920’s behavior; 
please see the Tulsa Race riot or Rosewood Florida  . . .  incidents 
where White folks treated the less than 10% of the US population, 
Black people, the way they really wanted to. The way they treated us 
from 1609 until circa 1865.

See my history challenged compadres, there’s only a slight window in 
US history in-which White folks have had to, let-us-say  refrain from 
beating, degrading, pimping, exploiting and murdering Black 
people . . . at will, on a blankin’ whine for whatever motive they’ve at-
the-moment, because after-all, Black people aren’t  really, fully 
human. Note, that time-frame is right-now. Otherwise this is “standard 
Operational Procedure’ for White folks, to impose their will, by any 
means necessary. 

And that’s the Archie Bunker perspective I hear from “the Right,” 
where it seems loud n’ clear MLK and LBJ didn’t legislate equality, 
morality and brotherhood, by any meaningful stretch of anyone’s 
imagination.

Black people, and for that matter all Americans-of-color and the White 
trash/Nigger lovers who find themselves  members of Romney n’ Rush 
Limbaugh’s lowly 47% - we  Peasants . . . there’s no misunderstanding 
the words coming out of the top-tier’s  mouths . . .  we’re all 
expendable.

I ask, ought anyone be surprised these “Real Americans,”  these self-
anointed “capital P “Patriots” show no real remorse for ‘how” their 
Empire was constructed, the land/resources stolen from the majestic 
Red man. Nor does there appear to be any “hesitation” in dragging 
illegal aliens (Mexican grandmothers and little girls) out of their homes 
and onto Greyhounds bound for the Southern border, just as there’s a 
movement to limit the enrollment  of Asians in prestigious colleges and 
Graduate schools, and as well all know Black folks ought just “be 
happy” our Black behinds were made slaves and then, dig this, 
 permitted-to-stay and become 4th class citizens . . .  since we should 
be in deepest, darkest Africa, chasing our breakfast, our dinner 
chasing us . . . .

Most of White America has Romenisia  ...

My concluding conclusion, as Black folks - we can't force White people 
to like, luv or respect us, individually or collectively  and since they’re 
the “entrenched establishment,” and have proven their anger and 
propensity for violence . . . Blacks should pack-it-in and begin a 
deliberate, calculated exodus to a number of global spots - give angry 



White folks honestly, at the end of the day what they deeply desire 
 . . . a lily-White America.

There’s little else to lay on ya’ baby - the last 4 years have proven to 
me, solidified the fact for me - ‘most,” i.e.,  the vast, overwhelming 
majority of White people will never accept Blacks as 'equal." and their 
willingness to commit ‘genocide” is a given-fact, so why should we 
ignorantly place our children, grandchildren in harm’s way? 

Call me nuts, but who’s be shocked if there armed Drones monitoring 
neighborhoods across America . . . promed n’ poised for  . . . Police, 
poised to become an occupying  para-military force in cities across the 
country. As I’ve said repeatedly rural/suburban gun n’ ammo sales are 
thru Sam Waltons roof . . .! 

I now understand WEB DuBois, Josephine Baker and Paul Robeson - 
their decision to exit, stage Left. 

I’ll see you on the 7:15 to Peru . . . 
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